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Ten sub -zero-degree - Fahrenhe iT  days in Minnesota is cold; 
nearly 60 days in negative 35-degree temperatures is hell. Facing 
frozen fingers and a hunger that comes only with burning 8,000 
calories a day, Forward—which received a Benjamin Franklin Award 
from the Independent Book Publishers Association this year—fol-
lows ski-explorers John Huston and Tyler Fish on the first unsup-
ported American expedition to the North Pole in March of 2009. 
 With often-personal commentary, Forward gives a glimpse at all 
aspects of the 500-mile trek from Ellesmere Island to the pole, from 
the monotonous to the intimate—logistics, daily routines and falls 
through the ice, as well as emotional journal entries about girlfriends, 
phone calls to friends and relatives, and wistful longings for the little 
luxuries of home (avocados, pork and girls, to name a few).
 An overwhelming amount of preparation goes into such an 
exploit, the most daunting being planning every calorie needed 
for two months of 12-hour days, dragging 300-pound sleds through 
ice fields, rubble and Arctic water—a daily intake of nearly 8,000 
calories (particularly in the form of freeze-dried cheese, butter and 
copious amounts of bacon). The pair also battled broken gear, 
broken ice and trying not to sweat. As their goal was to ski the 500 
miles with no external assistance or resupplies, they even had to 
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resist picking up cocoa left by other travelers—instead, they were 
forced to turn to the freeze-dried contents of their two sleds. 
 But possibly the most testing aspect Huston and Fish faced was 
the emotional wear and tear that comes with relying completely on 
the same person for 60 days. After some inevitable confrontation, 
the partners returned with an even stronger relationship and a bet-
ter perspective of each other—few bonding techniques are more 
effective than two months of sharing a tent (and body heat) in the 
harshest place on Earth.
 Besides accounting for the physical and mental rigors of the trip, 
the book also includes a collection of stunning photography by the 
two-man team, documenting open water and ice fields, and the 
inevitabilities of two months spent on ice: frosty face shots, a how-to 
on getting across a body of water in a buoyant orange drysuit, and 
just the right amount of painful frostbite shots (just two).
 Huston and Fish’s experience in Forward is a far cry from any-
thing faced by the average skier. But even if we haven’t all been 
trekking-through-the-Arctic hungry, there is a certain level of ad-
venture, misadventure, frustration and elation in Forward that any 
skier can associate with, whether on endless frozen ice fields or just 
skinning up to a favorite line on a familiar peak.


